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IPC APEX: January 30, 2019 

New Camstar Electronics Suite provides game-
changing smart manufacturing capabilities for 
electronics and mechanical processes 
 

• Single software solution integrates Siemens’ Camstar and Mentor’s Valor 

manufacturing execution capabilities 

• Integration with the Siemens smart manufacturing for electronics portfolio 

expands the digital thread from design through manufacturing 

• Real-time data acquisition of mechatronics manufacturing processes helps 

provide continuous quality improvement 

 

Siemens announced today the introduction of Camstar™ Electronics Suite software, 

an innovative manufacturing execution system (MES) for electronics. Building on the 

successful enterprise-level platform for integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing, this 

powerful, configurable and scalable MES solution enables printed circuit board 

(PCB) and box assemblers to meet traceability requirements, improve efficiency 

levels and control manufacturing operations through direct Internet of Things (IoT) 

connectivity with machines and production lines. Expanding on Siemens’ digital 

innovation platform, Camstar Electronics Suite creates a true digital thread to 

empower electronics companies to further their digitalization strategy in line with 

Industry 4.0. By closing the loop between engineering and the shop floor, and 

enabling quick reactions to design modifications, manufacturers can shorten product 

lifecycles, increase production complexities and improve quality across the entire 

manufacturing lifecycle. 

 

“Siemens made an important step towards helping electronics manufacturers 

improve operations performance when they acquired Camstar, but by adding 

capabilities from Mentor’s Valor™ Electronics Manufacturing Solutions software they 

can now drive a new level of productivity, throughput, and quality for both PCB, 
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mechanical and box-build manufacturing,” said Greg Gorbach, vice president, 

digitization and IoT, ARC Advisory Group. “With Mentor’s Valor edge data 

acquisition technology and tight integration with Teamcenter to support a robust 

digital twin and digital thread, the Camstar Electronics Suite now enables customers 

in the electronics industry to rapidly adapt to design changes and to speed 

production by directly connecting with specialized machines and production lines.” 

  

Siemens PLM Software continues to grow its digital innovation platform and look for 

new ways to expand on the most robust digital twin. This recent collaboration 

between Siemens’ manufacturing operations management (MOM) software and 

Mentor technology has created a unique solution, which covers the complete end-to-

end mechatronics manufacturing process. Camstar Electronics Suite activates the 

seamless flow of product and business data between product lifecycle management 

(PLM), enterprise resource planning (ERP) and shop floor execution through an 

integrated digital thread, enabling faster and streamlined change cycles. Using this 

single data source, closed-loop feedbacks from production to design and 

engineering departments can result in improved quality levels and shorter new 

product introduction (NPI) processes and go-to-market times. 

 

Siemens’ technology development benefits from the fact that the company also has 

advanced operational factories which can be early adopters of Siemens innovations.  

“The Camstar Electronics Suite introduces a layer of value that we could never 

reach with our existing set of disconnected tools, even with custom integration. 

Furthermore, the inclusion of Valor IoT data acquisition in the suite has drastically 

simplified the deployment across our assembly lines,” stated Hermann Kraus, MES 

project lead at Siemens Fürth. “We have already taken the first step of 

implementation, optimizing material flow with Valor Material Management. We are 

currently introducing the second step that will deliver a true one-stop-shop solution 

for Electronics Manufacturing management, covering all process areas and 

integrated with PLM and ERP," he added. 

 

“This collaboration with Mentor’s Valor technology along with the introduction of 

Camstar Electronics Suite further expands our positioning in the electronics market 

and fortifies our leadership as industry trendsetters,” said René Wolf, senior vice 

president of Manufacturing Operations Management for Siemens PLM Software. “In 

an era where mass customization and rapid time-to-market determine the ability of 
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electronics companies to succeed, manufacturing processes must be flexible and 

smart enough to accommodate rapid change in product requirements, while 

optimizing production efficiency and improving the overall product quality. This is 

exactly the kind of innovation that the new Camstar Electronics Suite delivers to the 

market.”  

 

For further information on Camstar Electronics Suite, please see 

www.siemens.com/mom/camstar-electronics-suite.   

 

Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of the Siemens Digital Factory Division, is a 

leading global provider of software solutions to drive the digital transformation of 

industry, creating new opportunities for manufacturers to realize innovation. With 

headquarters in Plano, Texas, and over 140,000 customers worldwide, Siemens 

PLM Software works with companies of all sizes to transform the way ideas come to 

life, the way products are realized, and the way products and assets in operation are 

used and understood. For more information on Siemens PLM Software products 

and services, visit www.siemens.com/plm. 

 

Contact for journalists 

Natalie Navales 

Phone: +1 314 264 8671; E-mail: Natalie.Navales@siemens.com 

 

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_press 

 

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence, 

innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on 

the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient, 

resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission 

solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry. 

The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and 

magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, 

which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At 

the end of September 2017, the company had around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is 

available on the Internet at www.siemens.com. 

 

Note:  Siemens, the Siemens logo and Simatic IT are trademarks or registered trademarks of Siemens AG. 

Teamcenter and Camstar are trademarks or registered trademarks of Siemens Product Lifecycle Management 

Software Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and in other countries. Valor is a trademark or registered 

trademark of Mentor Graphics Corporation. All other trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks belong to 

their respective holders. 
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